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KCSU Newscasts
Newscasts air from 9am-9pm at every odd hour on the day they are scheduled.
They cover local and campus issues including but not limited to crime, University
affairs, city council announcements, changes in sports schedules, and
controversies within the University, city, and county.

Air Dates:
1. 03/08/22
2. 03/22/22

Duration: 2 newscasts X 3 min average air time X 1 weeks
Total Duration: 0-hours 6-minutes

Rocky Mountain Review
“Rocky Mountain Review” is KCSU’s news and public affairs show that airs
Tuesdays and Thursdays between 4 and 5pm when the university is in session.
Hosts Kota Babcock and Ellie Shannon interview public officials, topic experts,
arts and culture makers, and welcome listener opinion via text. The show covers
all things local and national news from a local lens. The show includes newscasts
in addition to the interviews in order to summarize the biggest issues for listeners
to know about in the community and nationwide.

All episodes were 50 minutes.

Air dates:
1. 01/18/2022
2. 01/20/2022
3. 01/25/2022
4. 01/27/2022
5. 02/01/2022
6. 02/03/2022
7. 02/08/2022
8. 02/10/2022



9. 02/15/2022
10.02/17/2022
11. 02/22/2022
12.02/24/2022
13.03/01/2022
14.03/03/2022
15.03/08/2022
16.03/10/2022
17.03/15/2022
18.03/17/2022
19.03/22/2022
20.03/24/2022
21.03/29/2022
22.03/31/2022

Examples of Episode Content on “Rocky Mountain Review”

January 18, 2022: “FoCo MLK Jr. Day celebration, COVID-19 cases spike”
Description: Ellie Shannon goes over updates in Colorado State University
campus news. Then, she describes how police arrested a man after a pursuit at
Mulberry St. and I-25. Kota Babcock moves on to explain new updates in the
COVID-19 pandemic. Then, Portia Cook reports on Monday’s Martin Luther King
Jr. Day parade in Fort Collins. After that, Babcock updates listeners on
congregants held hostage at a Texas synagogue. Listeners hear from Anton
Schindler about the National League West in his podcast, “Painting the Corners
with Anton Schindler.” After that, Eliza Drotar gives an overview on CSU
athletics, and we hear from Karsyn Lane in her podcast, “Play Like a Girl.” To
conclude today’s show, Babcock explains some updates on technology with
information on national digital currency and Twitter’s moves to prevent the spread
of misinformation.

February 1, 2022: “El Centro hires new SSC, Tinder Live comes to Fort Collins”
Description: Ellie Shannon goes over details on the addition of a new El Centro
staff member. Shannon then explains how Poudre School District plans to
prioritize mental health and wellbeing for students and staff. Kota Babcock goes
over new updates in COVID-19 pandemic statistics and policies. Then, listeners
hear from comedian and author Lane Moore about Tinder Live and her upcoming
Valentine’s Day show. After that, Babcock explains how the National Archives
released former president Donald Trump’s White House documents that were
formerly taped together to a Congressional Committee. Then, listeners hear from



Anton Schindler about a recent decision regarding the MLB Hall of Fame
induction. Later on, Eliza Drotar gives an overview on Colorado State University
athletics. Lastly, Babcock explains updates in technology with information on
Spotify’s new content warning for COVID-19.

February 22, 2022: “Mary Ontiveros, first diversity VP dies; UWC hosts Hair Show”
Description: Ellie Shannon goes over Colorado State University campus news
with new details on the Associated Students of CSU’s speaker of the senate, Kyle
Hill’s, resignation. Shannon speaks about the death of CSU’s first vice president
for diversity, Mary Ontiveros. Shannon then talks about an arrest made in
connection to the 2021 killing of Danielle Hopton. Kota Babcock goes over new
updates in COVID-19 pandemic statistics and policies. Listeners hear about the
Hair Show hosted by the Black/African American Cultural Center and United
Women of Color at CSU. After that, Babcock goes over details in the trial of
Ahmaud Arbery. Babcock then explains why the U.S. Census Bureau may be
getting new regulations. Listeners hear about the recent Houndmouth and
Buffalo Nickels concert from KCSU music director Brighid Bandel. To conclude
the show, Babcock explains some updates in technology with information on
Instagram time limit options and Apple AirTags.

: “Loveland homicide investigation, ACT Film Festival returns”Mar 10, 2022
Description: Kyra McKinley goes over Colorado State University campus news
with updates on photos of uncooked chicken in CSU’s dining halls. Ellie Shannon
goes over local news with details on a recent homicide that occurred outside of
the Loveland Community Kitchen. Kota Babcock goes over new updates in
COVID-19 pandemic statistics and policies. Listeners hear from Portia Cook
about CSU’s ROTC program. Babcock goes over details on a Colorado election
clerk indicted for leaking election data. Listeners hear from Beth Seymour from
the ACT Human Rights Film Festival on what visitors can expect of this year’s
event. Babcock explains some updates in technology with information on why
PlayStation is refusing to distribute products in Russia.

March 31, 2022: “ASCSU elections approaching; TikTok moderators file lawsuit”
Description: Kyra McKinley goes over Colorado State University campus news
with updates on Associate Students of CSU speaker elections. Then, Ellie
Shannon covers local news with details on a Fort Collins City Council
announcement which said they will be delaying their pick for city manager. Then,
Kota Babcock goes over new updates in COVID-19 pandemic statistics and
policies. Following that, listeners hear from ASCSU presidential candidate Rob



Long and vice presidential candidate Elijah Sandoval about their campaign. After
that, Babcock goes over information on Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson’s
nomination and path to Supreme Court confirmation. Then, Babcock speaks to
Denver-based attorney Jack Luellen about his new true crime novel. After that,
Eliza Drotar goes over details on CSU athletics. To conclude the show, Shannon
explains updates in technology with information on TikTok moderators filing a
federal lawsuit.

Total Duration: 18-hours 20-minutes

Total Report Duration:  18 hours 26 minutes


